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Abstract

   This document describes using a GRE tunnel to deliver DOTS messages
   between DOTS agents and compares it to other methods.
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1.  Introduction

   This document describes using a GRE [RFC2784] tunnel to deliver DOTS
   messages between DOTS agents.  Various alternatives for transporting
   DOTS messages are analyzed and the justification of GRE over
   alternatives as UDP over IP and UDP over ESP over IP is presented.

   The intent of this document is to encourage discussion on the most
   effective set of protocols to provide the high reliability
   requirement spelled out in the DOTS requirements document
   [I-D.ietf-dots-requirements].

2.  Terms and Definitions

2.1.  Requirements Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2784
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119
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3.  Problem Space

3.1.  The Network issues faced by DOTS and UDP

   DOTS messaging needs to occur during the worst time to expect
   reliable packet delivery.  That is during a DDoS attack.  Not only is
   link to (and potentially from) the DOTS client fully congested with
   the attack, but also the ISPs between the attacked DOTS client and
   the responsible DOTS server may have instituted UDP blocking
   mitigation activities.

   It is this UDP blocking mitigation action that presents a double-
   edged effect.  It lessens the impact of the attack, allowing TCP-
   based activity to continue.  It stops any attack management, i.e.
   DOTS, messaging over UDP to traverse the portion of the network where
   the blocking is in affect.

3.2.  Peer-to-peer not RESTful

   A second problem, or more a challenge, in DOTS messaging is that it
   is really a peer communication.  That is the DOTS server may be
   messaging the DOTS client at any time, including during an attack.
   Thus a client-service approach like RESTful would require 2 uni-
   directional sessions.

   One example of a DOTS server message is an "Attack seems over"
   message from the server to the client.

3.3.  Security Context

3.3.1.  Stateful Security Context

   Security Context is the collection of information to manage the
   securing of information.  In this case DOTS messages.  The only
   viable method for stateless security is secure data objects as in PEM
   [RFC1421].  Stateless security is very resource intensive and
   typically avoided unless it is the only effective approach.  DOTS
   messaging will use a secure data channel which is stateful.  This
   state needs to be managed and protected.

3.3.2.  Security Context and Fate Sharing

   Security Context often contains communication protocol information
   like IP addresses and transport ports.  In these situations the
   security context is said to "share fate" with these aspects of the
   communications.  If something disrupts the communication state, it
   disrupts the security context, often requiring some degree of
   security re-initialization.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc1421
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   The greater the fate sharing, the more rigid the security context and
   more prone to attack.  Thus a secure message transport design goal is
   to lessen the degree of fate sharing.

4.  Protocol Selection Considerations

   Based on Section 3, DOTS messaging should take advantage of protocols
   that:

   o Are bi-directional

      One such protocol is often used for bi-directional messaging is
      TCP.  This is not a viable option as the ACK from sending a
      message from the DOTS client to server over the potentially
      uncongested uplink may never get back to the client over the
      congested down link.

   o Are Not Commonly blocked, particularly during a DDoS  attack

      UDP and ICMP fall into this avoidance category.

   o Have minimal overhead

      DOTS messages that are sent during an attack should fit into a
      single MTU.  The lower the protocol byte overhead, the more space
      available for the DOTS message itself.

   o Are only enabled by need on a system

      It would be advantageous that the DOTS communication uses a
      protocol that is typically quickly discarded by most targeted
      systems.  Even though these protocols are used by the DOTS agents,
      the DOTS agents will be hard to find to attack and will tend to
      have more resources available to deflect direct attacks.

   o Support peer communications

      At all protocol levels, there must be no complexities in
      implementing peer communications.  Pairing two uni-directional
      protocols to achieve this should be avoided.

      The security context that protects the DOTS messaging must support
      peer communications.  That is a single DOTS agent security
      agreement would provide the complete context for DOTS security.
      Examples include IKEv2 [RFC5996] and HIPv2 [RFC7401].  It is noted
      that these maintain two uni-directional Security Associations
      within the security context to properly manage the key usage in
      each direction.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc5996
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7401
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   o Provide secure communications with minimal fate-sharing

      The security context should be resilient to DOTS agent restart and
      thus potential loss of protocol state.  At best there should be no
      fate-sharing with any protocol state.  An option for security
      state to be stored in a safe manner so that it need not be
      renegotiated after agent restart makes forcing an agent restart an
      uninteresting attack.

5.  The DOTS Protocol Stack

   Below are three possible protocol designs.  The compressed GRE
   design, Section 5.2, best meets the selection considerations
   (Section 4).

5.1.  GRE full stack tunnel

   GRE is basically used to tunnel Ethernet payloads across an IP
   network.  For example an IPv4 datagram can be tunneled within GRE
   with a GRE Protocol Type of 0x800.  This is simple to implement on a
   system, as GRE appears to IP as an interface.  DOTS messaging can
   secured with SSE [I-D.moskowitz-sse] on UDP over IPv4 or IPv6 within
   this GRE tunnel.

   GRE can also work well in a NAT traversal deployment scenario.

5.1.1.  Design Analysis

   The per-packet byte cost of GRE and an inner IP envelope (IPv4 or
   IPv6) is balanced in part by the envelope simplicity of SSE.  SSE has
   the advantage of being completely free of fate-sharing with the lower
   protocol levels.  GRE, as indicated, is relatively easy to support as
   a psuedo-interface.  This is weighed against SSE being new, and any
   Key Management Protocol would need negotiation parameters to support
   SSE.

   Use of SSE also allows secure transport of DOTS messages over non-IP
   connections, for example SMS.  The low SSE envelope overhead of as
   little as 20 bytes can allow for 120 bytes for a single SMS message.
   SMS message continuation can allow for longer DOTS messages.

5.2.  GRE with compressed stack tunnel

   The full GRE stack approach may overly constrain the size of the DOTS
   message that can fit within a single MTU.  There are approaches to
   compress this into a smaller size.
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   There are two approaches to reduce the header overhead of the GRE
   full stack tunnel outlined above.  RObust Header Compression
   [RFC3095] is the well-known approach.  Within this compression, the
   datagram will logically be the same as above.

   The actual inner IP header could be compressed to zero bytes by using
   the same source and destination addresses of the outer IP header.
   This is more than specified in ROHC, and would involve additional
   specification.  NAT traversal design considerations need to be
   included in the compression scheme.

5.3.  ESP transport mode

   ESP [RFC4303] in transport mode (or BEET with HIPv2) Provides a
   familiar approach to protect UDP traffic.  ESP with IKEv2 fate-shares
   with both IP and UDP.  ESP with HIPv2 only with UDP.  Either way,
   loss of UDP state due to a DOTS server crash would require
   reestablishment of the security state.  This keeps attacks against
   the DOTS server as an important attack surface to weigh against the
   familiarity of ESP with IKEv2 or HIP.

   ESP limits secure DOTS messaging to IP networks.  A different method
   would be needed for sending DOTS messages over SMS or require IP over
   a modem connection.

   ESP NAT traversal uses UDP and thus reintroduces the UDP blocking
   concern discussed above.

6.  Management Considerations

6.1.  DOTS agent connectivity management

   A DOTS client needs to be configured with knowledge of the DOTS
   servers.  This may either by an IP address or an FQDN.  If FQDN is
   used, IP addresses should be cached as DNS lookups may fail during an
   attack.

6.2.  Secure Context management

   Some trustworthy authentication needs to be set up on both sides.
   This authentication knowledge will be used by a Key Management
   Protocol like IKEv2 or HIPv2 to create the security context.  Either
   can manage the security context for ESP or SSE.  Two strong
   authentication methods use digital certificates or raw public keys.

   Digital certificate trustworthiness may not be easy to determine.
   There are many issues such as which Certificate Authority to trust
   and how to manage Certificate Domain trust leakage.  These issues

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3095
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4303
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   often result in needing to manage an authorization list of trusted
   certificates.

   Raw public keys for IKEv2 [I-D.kivinen-ipsecme-oob-pubkey] or HIPv2
   HITs can be managed in an ACL without the cost associated with
   Digital Certificates.  Replacing 'old' keys can be associated with
   the DOTS business model of contract renewal.

7.  IANA Considerations

   No IANA considerations exist for this document at this time.

8.  Security Considerations

   A DDoS attacker would greatly benefit from disabling DOTS.  This may
   be accomplished by:

   o  Blocking DOTS traffic.

   o  Disabling DOTS servers.

   o  Disabling DOTS clients.

   A key component of this proposal is to lessen the likelihood of ISPs
   from blocking DOTS traffic by not using UDP.  Whatever protocol DOTS
   uses, may be used in future DDoS attacks, but will not be as
   effective as UDP based attacks.  Thus not using UDP is a worthwhile
   goal.

   DOTS server resiliency to attacks is a critical goal.  Loss of a DOTS
   server can impact many clients (customers).  The less fate-sharing
   the higher the attack resiliency, which is why this document
   recommends the GRE with compressed stack tunnel, Section 5.2,
   approach.

   DOTS clients will tend to be invisible to attackers, but over time
   they will be discovered for targeted attacks, thus the same
   resiliency considerations applied to the servers also apply to the
   clients.  Additionally, DOTS clients should avoid access to as many
   Internet services as possible, as at critical times they may be
   blocked.  Thus a non-PKI authentication scheme as in raw public keys
   has the advantage of needing one less Internet resource that may be
   blocked.
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